Name:

Current Grade:

To reach a grade 6 I need to:
AO1: Develop ideas related to artists
 Have studied & written in detail about the work of Artists linked to the subject
describing images with authority showing a convincing understanding of techniques.
 Produced spider diagrams and collage and ideas pages throughout the books that
reflect on work and are related to my ideas with key words and annotation.
 Write about my own work explaining my ideas in detail and why I have chosen my
final images.
 Be clear and meticulous in all of my investigations.
AO2: Improve ideas through experimentation
 Choose the correct setting on the camera and techniques for my ideas and ability.
 Used a camera and altered the focal length of the lens to make my images look
stronger, more interesting and ensure they fill the frame well.
 Used complex areas of Photoshop & edited my images to portray my message clearly.
 Used Bridge and camera RAW to rate and manage images.
 Kept print screens that show what I have done on Photoshop.
 Kept contact sheets that show all the images and experiments.
AO3: Record ideas
 Made sketches, annotated work and evidenced ideas with clear attention to layout
and presentation.
 Choose, produce and high quality relevant images for the theme and my ideas and
included contact sheets which show these.
 Create images which are sharp and clearly show understanding of composition.
 Write about my ideas using artistic language, with correct grammar.
 Kept evidence of Photoshop experiments.
 Found and included my F Stop and Shutter speeds with the final images.
AO4: Final piece that relates to theme, artists and ideas
 Produce final pieces that are personal, meaningful and realise intentions.
 Used equipment for my final piece that shows my skills
 Produced images that show clear influence from the artists I have studied

Target grade:
Evidence in my book:

